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ABSTRACT 
Privacy is a difficult design issue that is becoming increasingly 
important as we push into ubiquitous computing environments. 
While there is a fair amount of theoretical work on designing for 
privacy, there are few practical methods for helping designers 
create applications that provide end-users with a reasonable level 
of privacy protection that is commensurate with the domain, with 
the community of users, and with the risks and benefits to all 
stakeholders in the intended system. Towards this end, we 
propose privacy risk models as a general method for refining 
privacy from an abstract concept into concrete issues for specific 
applications and prioritizing those issues. In this paper, we 
introduce a privacy risk model we have developed specifically for 
ubiquitous computing, and outline two case studies describing our 
use of this privacy risk model in the design of two ubiquitous 
computing applications. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User 
Interfaces—Theory and methods, Style guides, 
Evaluation/methodology; K.4.1 [Public Policy Issues] – Privacy 

General Terms 
Design, Human Factors 

Keywords 
Privacy, Privacy Risk Model, Ubiquitous Computing, Method 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Privacy has always been a contentious issue for ubiquitous 
computing. On the one hand, the convergence and increasing 
widespread deployment of sensors, wireless networking, and 
devices of all form factors are providing tremendous opportunities 
for interaction design, allowing us to create systems that can 
improve safety, efficiency, and convenience. On the other hand, 
there are numerous interviews (e.g. [7, 19]), essays (e.g. [11, 38, 
40]), books (e.g. [10, 15]), and instances of negative media 

coverage (e.g. [37, 42]) that indicate a general unease over the 
potential for abuse, fear over a potential lack of control, and 
desire for privacy-sensitive ubicomp systems. These concerns 
suggest that privacy may be the greatest barrier to the long-term 
success of ubiquitous computing. 

This barrier persists, in part, because it is difficult to design 
privacy-sensitive ubiquitous computing systems. Discussions 
about privacy often generate a great deal of heat but little light. 
There are two primary reasons for this. The first is the wide range 
of issues that fall under the rubric of “privacy”, including 
concepts as wide-ranging and disparate as Big Brother 
governments watching every move you make, overprotective 
parents keeping close tabs on their children, overzealous 
telemarketers, and protection of one’s genetic information. The 
second reason is that we each perceive privacy differently. As 
Westin notes, “no definition [of privacy]… is possible, because 
[those] issues are fundamentally matters of values, interests and 
power” [4]. As a result, it is difficult to sort out and conduct 
reasoned debates over the practical issues, and then to design 
systems that address them effectively. 

Our position is that a systematic method is needed to help 
designers identify, understand, and prioritize privacy risks for 
specific applications. Here, the goal is not perfect privacy (if there 
even is such a thing), but rather a practical method to help 
designers create applications that provide end-users with a 
reasonable level of privacy protection that is commensurate with 
the domain, the community of users, and the risks and benefits to 
all stakeholders in the intended system.  

Towards this end, we propose privacy risk models as a general 
method for doing this. Herein we focus on personal privacy, the 
processes by which individuals selectively disclose personal 
information–such as email address, shopping history, or location–
to organizations and to other people. We also introduce a specific 
privacy risk model for personal privacy in ubiquitous computing.  

Our privacy risk model consists of two parts. The first part is a 
privacy risk analysis which poses a series of questions to help 
designers think about the social and organizational context in 
which an application will be used, the technology used to 
implement that application, and control and feedback mechanisms 
that end-users will use. The second part looks at privacy risk 
management, and is a cost-benefit analysis intended to help 
designers prioritize privacy risks and develop architectures, 
interaction techniques, and strategies for managing those risks. 
This privacy risk model is intended to be used in conjunction with 
other methods, such as interviews and lo-fi prototypes. 
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This privacy risk model came about from an analysis of previous 
work, an examination of emerging ubicomp applications in use 
(most notably AT&T Wireless Find Friends [6]), as well as from 
our own experiences in developing privacy-sensitive systems. We 
noticed that there were many common patterns of issues with 
respect to privacy, and so we compiled them into a format more 
amenable for design teams.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we place 
privacy risk models in the context of related work. Then, we 
describe our privacy risk model in detail. We wrap up with two 
case studies describing our use of the privacy risk model in 
developing two ubicomp applications, a location-enhanced instant 
messenger and an emergency response service. 

2. RELATED WORK 
There has been some previous analytical and prescriptive work on 
privacy-sensitive systems. Bellotti and Sellen argue the 
importance of feedback and control for maintaining privacy in 
multimedia ubicomp environments [9]. Palen and Dourish argue 
that privacy is not simply a problem of access control, but is 
rather an ongoing and organic process of negotiating boundaries 
of disclosure, identity, and time. They also suggest genres of 
disclosure as a sort of design pattern approach to support the 
development of privacy-sensitive applications [32]. Langheinrich 
looked at how the fair information practices can be adapted for 
ubicomp scenarios, providing many examples of how these 
practices might influence the design of such applications [22]. 
Jiang et al proposed a systems design space for minimizing the 
information asymmetry between users and observers [21]. Lederer 
et al provide a useful deconstruction of the privacy space, looking 
at system properties, actor relations, and information types [24]. 
The privacy risk model we propose is inspired by the theoretical 
work above, but is focused more on providing a practical method 
that designers can use to concretely conceptualize and mitigate 
privacy risks faced by end-users in specific domains. In a related 
paper, we offer a set of pitfalls in designing user interfaces for 
privacy [23]. 

A commonly cited resource in the privacy canon is the set of fair 
information practices. These guidelines help large organizations, 
such as corporations and governments, manage people’s personal 
information in a responsible manner [41]. They include concepts 
such as notice, choice, security, and recourse. While extremely 
influential on the field of information privacy and on this work as 
well, the fair information practices are intended more for large 
organizations and do not translate well for interpersonal 
relationships, such as between friends and family. Furthermore, 
the fair information practices provide high-level requirements, 
rather than delving into specific privacy risks. The privacy risk 
model we propose is complementary to the fair information 
practices, in that it can help designers examine specific privacy 
risks for specific domains and end-users. It can also aid designers 
in determining what kinds of security and recourse mechanisms 
are needed, helping to translate these high-level requirements into 
more concrete and detailed goals. 

From an interaction design perspective, creating a privacy risk 
model is similar in spirit to performing a task analysis (see for 
example [18]). A task analysis involves asking a systematic series 
of questions about the end-users, their desired tasks, their current 
tools, and their social and organizational context. The privacy risk 

model we propose falls along these lines, but focuses on specific 
privacy-related factors, rather than on the task as a whole.  

Privacy risk models were inspired by the idea of security threat 
models in the field of computer security. Felten, a well-known 
security researcher, describes the importance of security threat 
models as follows: 

 [T]he first rule of security analysis is this: understand your 
threat model. Experience teaches that if you don't have a 
clear threat model - a clear idea of what you are trying to 
prevent and what technical capabilities your adversaries 
have - then you won't be able to think analytically about how 
to proceed. The threat model is the starting point of any 
security analysis. [14] 

Our goal with the privacy risk model is to do the same, focusing 
on privacy for individuals rather than on security for the systems 
that those individuals use. Here, it is important to draw a 
distinction between security and privacy. Saltzer and Schroder 
[34] describe security as the “mechanisms and techniques that 
control who may use or modify the computer or the information 
stored in it”, and privacy as “the ability of an individual (or 
organization) to decide whether, when, and to whom personal (or 
organizational) information is released.”  

Security and privacy are clearly related; however, while a basic 
level of security is necessary for helping people manage their 
personal privacy, it is by no means sufficient. Furthermore, the 
security mindset is often very different from what is needed in 
developing privacy-sensitive applications. In security, one is often 
defending against adversaries that are actively attacking and 
threatening one’s systems and resources. However, Orwell and 
media headlines notwithstanding, this is not always the case with 
privacy. For example, one could imagine sharing one’s location 
information with friends to facilitate micro-coordination of 
arrivals at a meeting place, or sharing simple notions of activity to 
convey a sense of presence to co-workers and friends. It is 
important to note here that in these cases, the parties that are 
receiving such information already know one’s identity, are not 
adversaries in the traditional sense, and that the privacy risks may 
be as simple as wanting to avoid undesired social obligations or 
potentially embarrassing situations.1  

The point is that, rather than being a single monolithic concept, 
privacy is a heterogeneous, fluid, and malleable notion with a 
range of needs and trust levels. The goal of a privacy risk model is 
to help elucidate those needs and trust levels, refining privacy 
from abstract principles into concrete issues that can be acted 
upon in specific domains for specific applications.  

As a final note, privacy risk models tend to look at privacy from 
the perspective of individual end-users and their relationships, 
rather than that of large communities. In some cases, it may be of 
greater benefit to the overall community not to have some forms 
of privacy, for example making it mandatory to display license 
plates on cars. Etzioni [12] calls this the communitarian view on 
privacy, and discusses the balance between privacy for individuals 
and benefit for communities with respect to such topics as 
mandatory HIV testing, sex offender laws, and medical records. 
This topic, however, is beyond the scope of this paper. 

                                                                 
1 These differences are also why we termed our method a privacy risk 

model rather than the privacy threat model. 



3. A PRIVACY RISK MODEL FOR 
UBIQUITOUS COMPUTING 
In this section, we describe a privacy risk model that we have 
developed for ubiquitous computing, though aspects of it will 
apply to networked applications in general. Our privacy risk 
model is comprised of two parts. The first part is a privacy risk 
analysis that poses a series of questions to help designers refine 
their understanding of the problem space. The second part looks 
at privacy risk management, which deals with categorizing, 
prioritizing, and developing interaction techniques, architectures, 
and strategies for managing potential privacy risks.  

3.1 Privacy Risk Analysis 
The first part of our privacy risk model is a set of questions 
intended to help design teams think through specific privacy 
issues for ubiquitous computing applications. The output from 
this analysis should be an unordered list of potential privacy risks. 

We have organized these questions into two groups, looking at the 
social and organizational context in which an application is 
embedded and the technology used in implementing that 
application. These questions include: 

Social and Organizational Context 
• Who are the users of the system? Who are the data sharers, the 

people sharing personal information? Who are the data 
observers, the people that see that personal information?2 

• What kinds of personal information are shared? Under what 
circumstances? 

• What is the value proposition for sharing personal information?  
• What are the relationships between data sharers and data 

observers? What is the relevant level, nature, and symmetry of 
trust? What incentives do data observers have to protect data 
sharers’ personal information (or not, as the case may be)? 

• Is there the potential for malicious data observers (e.g., 
spammers and stalkers)? What kinds of personal information 
are they interested in?  

• Are there other stakeholders or third parties that might be 
directly or indirectly impacted by the system? 

 

Technology 
• How is personal information collected? Who has control over 

the computers and sensors used to collect information? 
• How is personal information shared? Is it opt-in or is it opt-out 

(or do data sharers even have a choice at all)? Do data sharers 
push personal information to data observers? Or do data 
observers pull personal information from data sharers? 

• How much information is shared? Is it discrete and one-time? Is 
it continuous? 

• What is the quality of the information shared? With respect to 
space, is the data at the room, building, street, or neighborhood 
level? With respect to time, is it real-time, or is it several hours 
or even days old? With respect to identity, is it a specific 
person, a pseudonym, or anonymous? 

• How long is personal data retained? Where is it stored? Who 
has access to it? 

                                                                 
2 In existing privacy literature, the terms data subjects (or data owners), 

data collectors, and data users have been used. We use data sharers and 
data observers for their less sinister and less adversarial connotations. 

There are five things to note about using the questions described 
above. First, they should be used to describe the average case 
first, that is how the application is expected to be normally used. 
Afterwards, they should be used to describe special cases. The 
reason for this is that there will always be an endless number of 
exception cases, but (by definition) average cases are more likely 
to occur and so it makes sense to make sure that they are 
addressed first. 

Second, these questions can be asked in any order. Third, these 
questions are not meant to be mutually exclusive. Many of them 
cover the same issue but from different perspectives.  

Fourth, this privacy risk model is neither consistent nor complete. 
By the former, we mean that different project teams will not 
always arrive at the same answer. Each team will have their own 
unique biases, perspectives, and insights. By the latter, we mean 
that this is only a starting set of questions. Designers may find it 
useful to add or remove questions depending on the community of 
users and the intended domain. 

Fifth, our privacy risk model addresses relatively few security 
issues. It should be used in conjunction with a security threat 
model to ensure that the desired privacy needs are properly 
implemented and secured. 

Below, we examine each of these questions in depth, describing 
what kinds of information the question is looking for, why it is 
important, and some examples. 

3.1.1 Social and Organizational Context 
Who are the users of the system? 
The first step in our privacy risk model is to identify potential 
users. This is an important step because each community of users 
has different attitudes towards privacy, risk, and sharing of 
personal information. For example, a system intended for friends 
to share location information would have different privacy needs 
than a similar system intended for co-workers, or a system for 
real-time monitoring of one’s health, or a system that makes 
personal information publicly available on the web. 

It is also important to identify the intended data observers in a 
system, since this is a significant factor in whether or not a data 
sharer is willing to share personal information, as indicated by 
Adams’ work in privacy in multimedia spaces [3] and Lederer’s 
work in managing end-user privacy in ubiquitous computing 
environments [25]. Nodder also suggests that data sharers have a 
range of people across which they are willing to share different 
types and degrees of personal information [30].  

Since it is extremely difficult to enumerate every possible usage 
scenario, the focus here should be on likely users that will be 
affected by the system in the average and most likely cases. This 
question should also focus on non-malicious data observers, that 
is people who may intrude on one’s privacy but do not necessarily 
wish harm to the data sharer (such as an overprotective mother).  

What kinds of personal information are shared? 
This question looks at what is shared and how it is shared. 
Enumerating the kinds of information shared and the 
circumstances in which it is shared helps identify potential 
privacy risks and suggests ways in which they can be managed.  

For example, anonymity is frequently touted as a panacea for 
protecting privacy. However, most friends and family already 
know a great deal about an individual’s name, address, phone 



number, hobbies, and preferences. This last point also underscores 
another issue, which is to think about what personal information 
is already known in a relationship. Since family members already 
know one’s name and address, for example, it does not always 
make sense for a family-oriented application to provide strong 
protection over those pieces of information3. 

One way of approaching this question is to look at the technology 
being used. For example, with active badges [20], the kinds of 
information being shared would be location, and to a rougher 
approximation, activity. Marx presents an alternative analysis, 
listing seven types of identity knowledge which we use to 
characterize people [28]. We can know: 

• A person’s name, which could be a legal name, or first or last 
name only; 

• A person’s address, which could be a mailing address, email 
address, homepage, blog, or instant messenger address;  

• A unique identifier, which could be a social security number or 
bank account number; 

• Names or pseudonyms that cannot be easily traced, for example 
a disposable identifier used for anonymous HIV testing; 

• A person’s appearance or behavior, for example web browsing 
habits, fashion style, or writing style; 

• A person’s social categorization, including “gender, ethnicity, 
religion, age, education, region, sexual orientation, linguistic 
patterns, organizational memberships and classifications, health 
status, employment, leisure activities… credit risk, IQ, SAT 
scores, life style categorization for mass marketing” [28]; and 

• A person’s relationship with others, who they are in love with, 
who they like, who they dislike, what services they use. 

Nodder suggests that people have different sensitivity to different 
kinds of information as well [30]. For example, domestic, 
romantic, and financial information, as well as social security 
numbers, are things that people may be less comfortable sharing, 
compared to marketing information, good and bad experiences, 
jokes, stories, and opinions.  

There are three notes here. First, it is useful here to consider how 
ubicomp changes what can and cannot be identified. By capturing 
physical world information in real-time, ubiquitous computing 
greatly allows knowledge or inference of where a person is, what 
that person is doing, and other people currently around.  

Second, it is useful to note what information is explicitly versus 
implicitly shared. Using the active badge example, a data sharer is 
explicitly sharing their location, but implicitly sharing some 
notion of activity. Knowing that a person is in the office suggests 
that they are working (or at least attempting to appear so). 

Third, it is also useful to note of how often the data changes. For 
example, a person’s name and birthday are fairly static in that they 
normally do not change. A person’s preferences and habits are 
semi-static in that they change relatively slowly. However, a 
person’s location and activity is dynamic, in that it can change 
quite often. This is an important distinction to make because some 
privacy protection techniques only work well on certain kinds of 
data. For example, an individual cannot revoke access to one’s 

                                                                 
3 Of course, there are exceptions here, for example if a husband is abusive 

and his wife is trying to hide. Depending on the scope and scale of the 
application, it may be useful to add some ways of hiding. 

name or birthday information and expect any meaningful effect, 
but could do so with location or activity information. 

What is the value proposition for sharing? 
This question looks at reasons data sharers have to share personal 
information. Without a strong value proposition, data sharers may 
feel that they have no compelling reason to share information, as 
it exposes them to risk without any benefit. In many ways, this can 
be considered a variation of Grudin’s law [16], which informally 
states that when those who benefit are not those who do the work, 
then the technology is likely to fail or be subverted. The privacy 
corollary is that when those who share personal information do 
not benefit, then the technology is likely to fail.  

One example of this can be seen with nurse locator systems. Some 
hospitals have their nurses wear active badges, allowing the 
hospital to track the location of nurses for efficiency and 
accountability purposes. What is interesting is that comments on a 
nurse message board [5] about such systems can be divided into 
two groups. The first group, forming a majority of the comments, 
is skeptical and distrusting of such locator systems and in some 
cases even rejected those systems, making arguments such as “I 
think this is disrespectful, demeaning and degrading” and “I guess 
my question is how does this help the NURSE?”  

The second group of nurses was initially skeptical, but was won 
over because management did not abuse the system and because 
they eventually saw the value of such a system. One nurse wrote, 
“I admit, when we first started using it we all hated it for some of 
the same reasons cited above [in the message board] but I do think 
it is a timesaver! It is very frustrating when someone floats to our 
unit and doesn’t have a tracker…can’t find them for [doctor] 
calls, [patient] needs etc.” Another nurse echoed this sentiment, 
writing, “At first, we hated it for various reasons, but mostly we 
felt we couldn’t take a bathroom break without someone knowing 
where we were…[but now] requests for medications go right to 
the nurse and bedpans etc go to the techs first. If they are tied up, 
then we get a reminder page and can take care of the pts needs. I 
just love [the locator system].” 

Thinking about privacy from the perspective of the value 
proposition also helps to explain many of the recent protests 
against the proposed deployment of RFID systems in the United 
States and in England (see for example [8]). From a store’s 
perspective, RFIDs benefited them because they could use these 
tags for tracking inventory and maintaining steady supply chains. 
However, from a customer’s perspective, they were becoming data 
sharers and were being exposed to the risk of surreptitious 
tracking, without any salient benefit to them at all. It was not 
surprising that people would have serious privacy concerns here. 

What are the relationships between data sharers and data 
observers?  
This question looks at identifying the kinds of relationships 
between users, which is important in understanding the level of 
trust, potential risks, incentives for protecting a data sharer’s 
personal information, obligations, and mechanisms for recourse.  

For example, a close friend would have a strong motivation to not, 
say, sell the data sharer’s personal information. The kinds of 
concerns in such a relationship might be as simple as wanting to 
be alone or as complex as going out with another friend that is not 
mutually liked. The mechanism for recourse here might be asking 
the data observer to be more considerate in the future. 



As another example, if a person is using a paid service, then there 
is a market and very likely a legal relationship as well. In the large 
majority of cases, a data sharer probably wants to avoid spam and 
telemarketers. If the data sharer discovers a privacy violation, then 
mechanisms for recourse include opting out (if the service 
provides a web page for doing so), switching to an alternative 
service, or even suing the service. 

We define two levels of relationships here, specific and general. A 
specific relationship defines how the data sharer and data 
observer knows each other (see Table 1). Some examples include 
“family” and “friends”. A general relationship describes the class 
of the relationship. We use Lessig’s framework of Market, Social, 
and Legal forces to roughly categorize these relationships4 [26].  

Specific Relationship General Relationship 
Family Social 
Friends Social 
Acquaintances Social (weak) 
Strangers Social (weak), Legal 
Charities Social (weak) 
Employer Market, Legal, Social (weak to moderate) 
Co-workers Social (weak to moderate), Legal 
Companies Market, Legal 
Table 1. Some example relationships and their categorization. 

Are there malicious data observers? 
It is also useful to think about what malicious data observers there 
might be and what kinds of personal information they are 
interested in. Unlike the data observers identified previously, 
these data observers do not have a data sharer’s best interests in 
mind. For example, a stalker or an intrusive journalist would be 
interested in the location of a specific person. A spammer would 
be interested in the email address of any person. A mugger would 
be interested the location of any person that is alone. 

It is also helpful here to think about this question from a security 
perspective rather than a privacy perspective, since a data sharer is 
unlikely to voluntarily share personal information with such 
people unless they are tricked, oblivious to risk, or misunderstand 
how a given application works. For example, how would 
malicious observers obtain such personal information?  

Are there other stakeholders? 
This question looks at other stakeholders that might be impacted 
by a given system, whether purposefully or inadvertently. For 
example, Place Lab [35] is a project whose goal is to provide an 
inexpensive and large-scale location positioning system. Place 
Lab uses the wide deployment of 802.11b WiFi access points for 
determining one’s location. A key observation here is that many 
developed areas have wireless hotspot coverage so dense that cells 
overlap. By consulting the Place Lab directories, which will 
continuously map the unique addresses of each wireless hotspot to 
physical locations, mobile computers and PDAs equipped with 
WiFi can determine their location to within a city block.  

The advantage to this approach is that it provides a privacy-
sensitive way of determining one’s location, since hotspots can be 
detected in a passive manner without revealing any information to 
any other entities. However, Place Lab introduces new privacy 

                                                                 
4 Lessig’s framework consists of market, social, legal, and technical 

forces, but we have dropped technical as a form of relationship here, 
since technology is a means rather than a form of relationship. 

risks for access point owners as it re-purposes a system originally 
meant only for wireless communication. Place Lab makes the 
location of many access points widely available, posing a 
potential privacy risk to their owners. As such, access point 
owners are now stakeholders in the system whose privacy must 
also be considered. 

3.1.2 Technology 
How is personal information collected?  
This question looks at some of the technological mechanisms 
through which personal information is captured in ubiquitous 
computing systems. For example, a person’s activity could be 
estimated through motion sensors, video cameras, or monitors 
installed on the computer. Each of these approaches has different 
tradeoffs in terms of quality of information collected and privacy. 

With respect to location-based systems, there are three general 
approaches for acquiring location [36]. In the network-based 
approach, infrastructure receivers such as cell towers track cellular 
handsets or other mobile transmitting units. This approach also 
includes techniques such as computer vision, where the personal 
information is initially captured on computers outside of the 
control of the data sharer. In the network-assisted approach, the 
infrastructure works with clients to calculate location. For 
example, Qualcomm’s Enhanced 911 solution uses handsets to 
receive raw GPS satellite data that is sent to network processors 
for calculation. In the client-based approach, personal mobile 
devices autonomously compute their own position, as is the case 
with a GPS unit. 

In general, client-based approaches offer the strongest privacy 
guarantees, since the personal information starts with data sharers 
and no information is revealed to any other entities unless data 
sharers choose to do so. However, using network-based or 
network-assisted approaches may be sufficient, depending on the 
community of users and the intended domain. 

How is personal information shared?  
This question looks at what choices data sharers have when 
sharing personal information. Here, we assume that data sharers 
know that some personal information has been captured and that 
they have a choice in how it is shared. In this case, there are two 
ways to share information. The first is to push information to 
others, for example sending your location information during an 
E911 call. The second is to let others pull information, for 
example, a friend requesting your location. 

In general, there are fewer privacy risks with respect to push 
applications since personal information is transferred only when 
data sharers initiate a transaction. The downside is that it may not 
always be flexible enough for certain kinds of applications, for 
example, being notified when a person enters a room. 

How much information is shared?  
This question looks at the quantity of information that is shared 
with data observers. At one extreme, data observers can see one-
time snapshots of dynamic information. At the other, they can see 
continuous real-time information. 

In general, a greater amount of information is more subject to data 
mining and inferences, and thus potentially exposes data sharers 
to greater privacy risks. As suggested by Jiang et al’s Principle of 
Minimum Asymmetry [21] and by the fair information practices 
[41], a general rule of thumb is that applications should be 
designed such that only the minimum amount of information that 



is needed is actually shared. Further, it is important to consider 
the degree of reciprocity in the disclosure. 

What is the quality of the information shared? 
This question looks at the quality of information with respect to 
space, time, and identity. In general, the lower the quality of the 
information shared, the fewer the privacy risks for the data sharer. 

In terms of space, an application could be designed to use a less 
precise form of location (or let a data sharer choose to share her 
location at such a level). For example, knowing that a person is at 
123 11th Street exposes an individual to different risks (and 
different opportunities) than knowing only that she is in Chicago. 

In terms of time, an application could be designed to restrict the 
personal information that is being shared based on the temporal 
granularity (“I was at Lake Tahoe sometime last month” versus “I 
was at Tahoe July 1 2003”) as well as by temporal freshness 
(“You can have my location information if it is over a week old, 
but not my current location”).  

In terms of identity, applications can be designed to use less 
precise forms of identity. There is a significant difference between 
a smart room that senses that “a person” versus “a woman” or 
“alice@blah.com” is inside the room. Marx’s work on different 
forms of identification is especially useful here [28]. However, in 
general, the kinds of identity that can be used will be dictated by 
the capabilities and limitations of the underlying technology. 

Again, as a general rule of thumb, it is useful to require only the 
minimum amount of information that is needed, to minimize 
potential privacy risks to individuals. 

How long is information retained?  
Limited retention of personal information is an issue explicitly 
mentioned in the fair information practices [41]. The danger is 
that retention exposes data sharers to unexpected risks, such as 
data mining or the use of data that is out of date.  

While it is a judgment call as to precisely how long personal 
information should be retained, the fair information practices 
provide some guidance. That is, personal information should be 
retained only for the time necessary to fulfill the initial purpose 
for which the information was collected. 

3.2 Privacy Risk Management 
The second part of our privacy risk model looks at privacy risk 
management, which takes the unordered list of privacy risks from 
the privacy risk analysis, prioritizes them, and helps design teams 
identify solutions for helping end-users manage those issues 
(through technical solutions, social processes, or other means).  

This privacy risk management is based on the concept of 
reasonable care in law: “the degree of care that makes sense and 
that is prudent, enough but not too much” [13]. In a well-known 
legal ruling, famed jurist Learned Hand proposed a cost-benefit 
analysis that considers three factors for determining reasonable 
care with respect to negligence and assigning liability [2]. We 
adapt Hand’s three factors for use in managing privacy as: 

• The likelihood L that an unwanted disclosure of personal 
information occurs 

• The damage D that will happen on such a disclosure 
• The cost C of adequate privacy protection 

We suggest using a qualitative assessment of high, medium, and 
low, to help gauge each of these factors, though some design 

teams may find it more useful to use a numerical scale to quantify 
these values. In general, situations where C < LD, that is, where 
the risk and damage of an unwanted disclosure outweigh the costs 
of protection, suggest that privacy protections should be 
implemented. In other words, design teams should provide a 
reasonable level of privacy protection, but not so much that it 
becomes prohibitive to build and deploy an application or 
significantly reduces the utility of an application. For example, 
Agre provides an analysis of CNID (also known as caller ID), and 
notes that if CNID for callers were off by default (thus protecting 
some level of privacy for callers), then there would be little value 
for any callee to have the service [4]. 

Design teams should enumerate as many potential privacy risks as 
they can, based on their privacy risk analysis; then assign values 
for L, D, and C to each risk; prioritize the risks and choose which 
ones to address; and finally determine solutions that address them. 
There are, however, several caveats here. First, this approach only 
expresses what factors should be taken into account. The values of 
these factors will have to be judgment calls based on the best 
knowledge that the design team has, much like the severity rating 
for a heuristic evaluation [29].  

Second, this approach does not address extreme cases (of which 
there will always be many with respect to privacy). Rather, it 
looks at risks that are foreseeable and significant, with the 
expectation that design teams should design applications that 
protect against these more obvious kinds of risks. 

Third, the estimation for damage D should take into account the 
scale of potential damage. For example, there would be a different 
level of damage if a system that stored personal information about 
a dozen individuals was compromised, compared to one that 
stored personal information about thousands of individuals. 

Fourth, the estimation for cost C should take into account the 
burden to the design team and to the end-user. It would be 
infeasible for a design team, for example, to deploy a version of 
web browser cookies that is more privacy-sensitive, since so many 
other web sites and so many web browsers already use the current 
version of cookies. This would be something better done by the 
Internet community as a whole rather than by a single group of 
designers. Similarly, it would be unrealistic to require a data 
sharer to pre-configure all options correctly on a new device to 
use it in a privacy-sensitive manner. This would be something 
better done by the design team. 

It is important to note that the utility of this cost-benefit analysis 
comes not so much from accurate and precise values, but from 
having the design team think through the issues of likelihood, 
damage, and cost, and coming up with solutions for mitigating or 
for helping end-users managing risk. 

After prioritizing the privacy risks (based on likelihood and 
damage), it is useful to think about how to manage those risks. We 
present a series of questions to help work out potential solutions. 

Managing Privacy Risks 
• How does the unwanted disclosure take place? Is it an accident 

(for example, hitting the wrong button)? A misunderstanding 
(for example, the data sharer thinks they are doing one thing, 
but the system does another)? A malicious disclosure? 

• How much choice, control, and awareness do data sharers have 
over their personal information? What kinds of control and 
feedback mechanisms do data sharers have to give them choice, 



control, and awareness? Are these mechanisms simple and 
understandable? What is the privacy policy, and how is it 
communicated to data sharers? 

• What are the default settings? Are these defaults useful in 
preserving one’s privacy? 

• In what cases is it easier, more important, or more cost-effective 
to prevent unwanted disclosures and abuses? Detect disclosures 
and abuses? 

• Are there ways for data sharers to maintain plausible 
deniability? 

• What mechanisms for recourse or recovery are there if there is 
an unwanted disclosure or an abuse of personal information? 

We discuss each of these questions below. 

How does the unwanted disclosure take place?  
One issue to consider is how an unwanted disclosure happens, as 
it suggests different ways of addressing the issue. For example, if 
it is an accident, such as hitting the wrong button, then this 
suggests that a revised user interface may be needed. If it is a 
misunderstanding along the lines of a mismatched mental model, 
then this suggests that the user interface needs to provide better 
feedback. If it is a maliciously exploited disclosure, then there 
probably needs to be better detection mechanisms and ways of 
preventing such disclosure again in the future. 

How much choice, control, and awareness do data sharers have?  
This question looks at how data sharers interact with and 
understand the system. There are many common interaction 
design issues here, including providing useful and usable controls 
(for example, the invisible mode found in messenger applications 
or the option to turn a system off) and providing useful feedback 
that is not overwhelming (for example, simple notifications). 

It is also useful here to think about what the privacy policies are 
(if a service is being designed) and how these policies will be 
communicated to data sharers. Using existing interaction design 
patterns may be useful if such patterns exist, for example having a 
privacy policy link at the bottom of a web page [39]. 

What are the default settings?  
Previous research suggests that most users do not change 
application settings from the defaults [27, 31]. It is important to 
ensure that the defaults will be “right” for the majority of cases, so 
that the level of personal information shared is not excessive. The 
original PARCTab system is a negative example of this, as a data 
sharer’s location was visible to anyone by default. 

Is it better to prevent unwanted disclosures or detect them?  
In some cases, it is better to prevent disclosures, especially if the 
potential for damage is high. In other cases, however, it may be 
easier to detect unwanted disclosures instead. 

Povey describes an example of the latter with respect to medical 
emergencies at hospitals, which he calls optimistic access control 
[33]. The observation here is that there will always be unforeseen 
situations which cannot be predicted beforehand. In cases where 
flexibility is important, it may be more useful to allow greater 
access and have better auditing for detecting misuses. In other 
words, it is better to have users ask for forgiveness rather than 
permission. Grudin and Horvitz have argued that in many cases, 
this approach is easier for people to understand and manage [17]. 

AT&T’s mMode demonstrates another example of optimistic 
access control with their Find Friends application [6]. A data 
sharer first sets up a buddy list that lists which friends can request 

his current location. Afterwards, that data sharer’s friends can 
always make such a request, but are informed that the data sharer 
will get a notification on each request. This approach provides a 
form of social visibility that, in many cases, is sufficient to 
prevent abuses. 

The key factors here are the probability of an unwanted disclosure 
and the subsequent damage. In cases where either of these values 
are relatively low (for example, environments with a high level of 
trust), then detecting errors may be a better approach. 

Are there ways for data sharers to maintain plausible deniability? 
Plausible deniability is a very powerful mechanism in maintaining 
social relationships with others. A good example of this is with 
mobile phones. If a person does not answer a mobile phone call, it 
could be for technical reasons—such as being outside of the 
service range, not having the phone with them, or that the phone 
is off—or for social reasons, such as being busy or not wanting to 
talk to the caller right now. The result is that the person being 
called has a simple model for protecting their privacy, while the 
caller cannot tell why that person is not answering [43].  

What mechanisms for recourse or recovery are there? 
This question looks at what happens if there has been an 
unwanted disclosure of personal information. The first issue is to 
consider what options a data sharer has for recourse, how a data 
sharer can be made aware of these options, and how the design 
team can facilitate those options. Again, we use Lessig’s 
framework of technical, market, social, and legal forces. Examples 
of technical recourse include blocking a data observer, providing 
an invisible mode, or going to a web page and changing an 
incorrect option. An example of market recourse is complaining to 
a company or switching to another service. An example of social 
recourse is asking someone to stop. An example of legal recourse 
is to sue an offending party. 

An important issue here is to consider how a data sharer can be 
made aware that an unwanted disclosure has occurred. It could be 
a notification or a log describing what information went out, or a 
negative side effect, such as spam. 

Before coming up with a solution, it is also useful to consider 
whether or not a data sharer actually cares that personal 
information was disclosed. In some cases, the disclosure could be 
simply an annoyance rather than a serious risk, such as a 
roommate discovering that a data sharer is out shopping. It is 
useful to consider this possibility, to avoid over-designing and 
over-engineering a system.  

4. USING THE PRIVACY RISK MODEL 
In this section, we describe two case studies in using the privacy 
risk model outlined above in our work in developing privacy-
sensitive ubiquitous computing systems. Both case studies also 
used lo-fi prototypes and interviews to help inform the design.  

Case Study 1 – Location-enhanced Instant Messenger 
Our first application combines AT&T Wireless’s Find Friends 
feature with instant messenger. A data sharer has a single buddy 
list, and can choose to share her location with everyone on her 
buddy list through a status message (ex. “at home” or “near Soda 
Hall”) or allow others to freely query her current location in a 
manner similar to Find Friends. Data sharers can also use an 
invisible mode to prevent any data observers from seeing them. 
Below is an abbreviated privacy risk analysis of our design. 



Who are the users? 
The users are people who are willing to share snapshots of their 
location information with their significant other, family, friends, 
or possibly co-workers. The service provider is also a third-party 
data observer. 

What kinds of personal information are shared? 
Data observers will be able to see the closest place (at roughly the 
street level) to the data sharer’s location. 

What are the relationships between data sharers and data 
observers? 
While a user could choose to share their location with anyone, the 
most common relationships will be social ones with a relatively 
high level of trust. This application might also be used in work 
environments, where the trust levels might not be quite so high. 
The main concerns here will likely be over-monitoring. 

How much information is shared? 
Data sharers share their location in a discrete one-time manner. 
Data observers can repeatedly query for a location, but are 
informed that data sharers will see each of these requests. This 
kind of notification and awareness by both parties creates a social 
backpressure that can prevent many kinds of abuses.  

How is the personal information collected or shared?  
Location information is collected on one’s personal device 
through the use of GPS or 802.11b access point beacons [35]. 
Thus, location is initially captured in a privacy-sensitive manner. 

Are there malicious data observers?  
Some potential malicious observers include abusive spouses, 
stalkers, and spammers. To a large extent, these malicious 
observers can be managed since location information starts with 
the data observer, since the data observer has to explicitly have a 
data observer on a buddy list, and since the data observer gets a 
notification each time their location information is requested. 

Given this analysis, we believe some privacy risks will be: 
• Over-monitoring by family or friends (for example, a mother 

that is over-concerned about her young teenager) 
• Over-monitoring by co-workers and supervisor 
• Being found by a malicious person (such as a stalker) 

In the interests of space, we only examine the first risk, over-
monitoring by family or friends. The likelihood of this happening 
will vary significantly depending on the individual data sharer. It 
is probably better to err on the conservative side, so we assign this 
a likelihood value of high. The damage that could occur is more 
likely to be embarrassment or annoyance rather than immediate 
danger to one’s safety, so we assign a damage value of medium.  

Next, we look at how these risks might be managed. 

How much choice, control, and awareness do data sharers have? 
Data sharers set their own status—invisible, offline, or online. 
Offline means exiting the entire application. Online is when the 
data sharer has complete access to the functionality of the 
application. Invisible mode means data sharers can see their 
online buddies, but online buddies cannot see the data sharers. 
Also, any significant events such as requesting a buddy’s location 
or received location requests are stored in history logs. 

What mechanisms for recourse or recovery are there? 
A data sharer can ask someone directly why she is repeatedly 
querying for a data sharer’s location. A data sharer can also 

remove a buddy from their buddy list, preventing that person from 
retrieving future location information. 

The buddy list, invisible mode, and notifications are fairly simple 
to implement, so we assign cost a value of low. Thus we have a 
high likelihood, a medium damage, and a low cost. Since the cost 
is low relative to the potential risk, it suggests that we should have 
these features. Again, we note that it will be difficult to estimate 
accurate values, especially given a wide range of users and 
contexts of use. However, we argue that it is far better to have the 
design team consider these issues using their best judgment and to 
discuss what is reasonable, than not doing so. 

We also complemented our analysis above through interviews and 
low-fi prototypes with twenty people, to help inform our risk 
analysis and to provide a greater understanding of potential 
privacy concerns with such a system. Some interviewees were 
concerned that their location could be misinterpreted. For 
example, a student can go to a café either to meet someone or to 
study. The most common concern was over-monitoring by friends 
and family. Indeed, several participants were worried that their 
location would be constantly checked. One participant had a 
concern with his girlfriend using the application, “She would get 
suspicious. She would use it all the time.” Another primary 
concern was the social pressures created from using the system, 
such as choosing who to authorize and who to ignore. Because all 
online buddies would have equal access to location, one 
participant noted, “It’s hard to say no [to authorizing people…] 
because you would be mean. You get a long list of people you 
don’t want to be friends [with…] and you might regret it later on 
and you have to be put yourself on invisible. Then [that is] just 
another hassle about it.” 

We also created lo-fi prototypes of the location-enhanced 
messenger and tested them with three users. This evaluation 
revealed that potential users view the location feature as separate 
from the normal mode of instant messaging. While it is “safe”  to 
communicate with random strangers through instant messenger, 
the same is not true with respect to location.  

Case Study 2 – BEARS Emergency Response Service 
Enhanced 911 lets users share their location with dispatchers 
when making emergency calls on mobile phones. One’s location 
is only transmitted to dispatchers when the call is actually made. 
While there are many advantages to E911, one downside is that it 
is a discrete push system. There are no easy ways of getting a 
person’s current or last-known location in known emergencies, for 
example, an earthquake, a building fire, or a kidnapping.  

BEARS is a system we are developing to handle these cases. 
There are two tensions to balance here. On the one hand, we want 
location information to be highly available in the case of 
emergencies. On the other hand, emergencies are rather rare, and 
so we also want some guarantees that location information will be 
used exclusively for emergencies and for no other purposes.  

BEARS works by having a trusted third-party store one’s location 
information for use in case of emergency. This third party can be a 
friend or even a paid service whose business model is predicated 
on providing location information only in the event of 
emergencies. Such services already exist with respect to one’s 
medical information, the best known of which is MedicAlert [1]. 
These services would have a significant market incentive to use 
location information only for stated purposes and possibly a legal 
obligation as well.  



Figure 1 shows an example of how BEARS can be used in 
buildings to keep track of who is in the building and where they 
are for emergency response purposes. First, a data sharer obtains 
his location. He sends his location to the trusted third party, which 
gives him one or more named links back to this data (multiple 
links can be used to eliminate unique identifiers, if a data sharer 
wishes). The data sharer can then share this link with others, such 
as a building. In case of emergencies, the link can be traversed, 
with last-known location information being retrieved.  

 
Figure 1. An example setup of the BEARS emergency response 
service. A data sharer obtains their location (1) and shares it 
with a trusted third-party (2). The end-user gets a link (3) that 
can be sent to others, in this case to a building (4). If there is 
an emergency, responders can traverse all known links, getting 
up-to-date information about who is in the building (with the 
trusted third-party notifying data sharers what has happened). 

Below is an abbreviated privacy risk analysis of BEARS: 

Who are the users of the system? 
The data sharers are people who need to share their location with 
emergency response personnel. The data observers are the trusted 
third party, any deployments of BEARS (e.g., a building), and 
emergency responders. 

What are the relationships between data sharers and data 
observers? 
In the paid service scenario, the relationship is a market and a 
legal one.  

Are there malicious data observers? 
Some potential malicious observers include spammers and 
stalkers. If they knew a data sharer was using BEARS, the 
malicious observer could contact the trusted third party, act as 
emergency responders and obtain authorization for location 
information. 

How much information is shared? 
The trusted third party gets continuous updates of a data sharer’s 
location. This information is not disclosed to the emergency 
responder until the trusted third party has authorized it. 

How is personal information stored? 
The location information is stored on the third party’s server but 
is inaccessible until they have authorized its release. A building 
where the emergency occurred will only have a link that points to 
the data sharer’s location. 

How much choice, control, and awareness do data sharers have? 
When setting up the service, data sharers choose who they want as 
their proxy or the trusted third party. When a data sharer enters a 
building with emergency response service, they can choose to 

either “always activate”, “activate one time” or “never activate” 
that BEARS service. 

Given this analysis, we identify two likely privacy risks: 
• A malicious observer pretends that there is an emergency to get 

someone’s location information 
• A false emergency, where the location of everyone in that 

building was divulged 

In the interests of space, we only examine the first privacy risk. 
This is a serious concern, because it undermines the use of 
location information for emergency response purposes only. The 
likelihood of this happening is quite high, and the damage would 
also be high, to the data sharer and to the trusted third party. 

Our interviews with the same twenty people as in the previous 
case study helped inform our analysis. Interviewees pointed out 
some of the concerns noted above, such as that it had the potential 
be improperly used when not in an emergency situation. Although 
some interviewees indicated a strong desire for such a system, 
others were worried that the government or other authorities 
would use it for other purposes. One participant asked, “Do [the 
authorities] watch you every minute?” This issue is partially 
addressed by the fact that this is an opt-in system, where data 
sharers voluntarily choose to use it. The local server “controls” 
BEARS, where it determines whether a situation is an emergency. 
During the evaluation of a lo-fi prototype, one participant echoed 
the sentiment, “[I] want to have control whether information is 
being sent or not.” Predominantly, prevention of disclosure to 
malicious data observers is the main solution. 

One way of managing these risks is to provide better mechanisms 
to ensure that only authorized emergency responders see location 
information. For example, MedicAlert is setup to only accept 
phone calls from hospitals (which can be identified in advance). 
One could imagine a similar situation with BEARS, where only a 
phone call from a police station or fire station could allow 
disclosure of location information. Furthermore, if no strong 
social relationship existed between the data sharer and the third 
party, the third party could sign a legal agreement not to disclose 
any personal information except for emergency purposes. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we argued for using privacy risk models as a way of 
refining privacy from an abstract concept into a set of concrete 
concerns for a specific domain and community of users. We 
introduced a specific privacy risk model for personal privacy in 
ubiquitous computing, and described two case studies of how we 
used privacy risk models in designing two ubiquitous computing 
applications. Combined with interviews and lo-fi prototypes, the 
privacy risk model has helped us identify a number of privacy 
risks in two ubicomp applications in development and come up 
with solutions for managing those risks. 

As we noted earlier, just as no security threat model is perfect, and 
just as no task analysis is perfect, no privacy risk model is perfect. 
No analysis can predict every potential use of personal 
information. What a privacy risk model does do is help designers 
consider the specific community of users, potential risks and 
benefits, control and feedback mechanisms, and means for 
recourse and recovery, In other words, it helps them design for a 
reasonable level of privacy.  



Privacy is a difficult design issue deeply enmeshed in social, 
legal, technical, and market forces. Privacy risk models are a step 
forward in helping us understand and design for these issues as we 
continue pushing forward into augmented environments. 
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